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Abstract: The Line-of-Sight stabilization and tracking control based on gyro stabilized platform is required to 

isolate Line of sight from the movement and vibration of carrier and ensure pointing and tracking for target in 

electro-optical tracking system. This work describes the design of a high performance controller for an electro-

mechanical target tracking system with an optical sensor for sighting. The control law has been obtained using 

a linear model of the electro mechanical system. The modelling of the system has been carried out using the 

experimental frequency response data. The PID adesigning of control system methodology has been used to 

design the controller and study the comparative analysis using both controller and optimized tuned performance 

is also seeing by using the designing the PID controller in different loop analysis and study responses of system 

by using step response and frequency response analysis by using the bode diagram so as to stabilize the line of 

sight stabilization and tracking control system. The mixed sensitivity optimisation problem has been posed and 

weighting functions are selected by using the gradient and dissent method having more numbers of iterations so 
that they not only encapsulate all the design goals but also accommodate the modelling uncertainties. A 

stabilising controller with excellent robustness properties has been obtained. Investigator has used MATLAB for 

the designing of controller and simulated the system for a required criterion of the system.  
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I. Introduction 
The Line-of-Sight is the vector drawn between an imaging sensor and target. Electro-optical (EO) 

imaging sensors mounted on a mobile platform usually require some form of control to stabilize the sensor 

pointing vector along the target LOS[1][2][3]. Such a system is termed as LOS Stabilization System. It is an 

essential feature of electro- optical imaging tracking system on a movable carrier, such as infrared missile 
seeker, airborne electro-optical detector, etc. This technology is applied to isolate the LOS of sensor from carrier 

disturbance, in order to guarantee accurate aiming and tracking for the target in inertial space. LOS stabilization 

takes the rate gyro is a type of gyroscope, which rather than indicating direction, indicates the rate of change of 

angle with time[4]. Rate gyro is used to measure a rate of angular moment which is mounted on the stabilized 

axis as the speed sensor of inertial space to compose of the inertial platform. The control system manipulates the 

platform, which is driven directly by DC motor, and keeps LOS of imaging sensor stabilized. The stabilization 

system must limit the amount of image motion in the field of view of the optical sensor during a frame i.e. 

sensor integration period. The allowable jitter is a function of the sensor resolution and beam width of the 

pointing device, and these in turn are usually determined by the angular substance of the target at the desired 

operating range. The torque disturbances in the system can be due to bearing and motor friction, unbalanced 

aerodynamics, vibration forces from on-board mechanisms, spring torque forces from wires or flexures or due to 
some non-intuitive torques. In design of tracking system controller design is carried out for two-axis gimbals[5]. 

The LOS is stabilized in elevation as well as in azimuth with a high degree of disturbance in both the axes. High 

precision two-axis gimbals are engineered with very good stiffness properties. The inertial rate of the payload is 

sensed by very high performance dynamically tuned gyros (DTG), which are characterized by very low drift 

values of the order of 0.00001 deg. /sec. Two stabilization loops work simultaneously for the overall 

stabilization of the optical sensor in the space. The plant model is generated using experimental frequency 

response data. Design of control system for tracking of moving target is a significance of video surveillance. 

The system works on the principle of closed loop servo control[6]. A complete electro-optical tracking system 

consists of an imaging sensor (typically CCD), which is mounted on a two-axis stabilized servo platform, and a 

tracker, which controls the position of the platform, based on the scene observed through the imaging sensor[7]. 

In the case of a manual tracking system, an operator controls the position of the platform (via joystick, etc.) 

based on the image observed via a video monitor[8]. In this way, the operator will attempt to drive the platform 
so that the object of interest is fixed on the bore sight .In the case of an automatic tracking system, the operator 

is replaced by an electronic system which processes the video images directly in real-time to ascertain the 

position of a designated object with respect to the sensor bore sight[9][10]. This error is then used to control the 

platform such that the platform and attached sensors accurately follow the target. Line of sight stabilization is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gyroscope
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achieved by taking feedback from rate gyros mounted on azimuth and elevation gimbals of sight head. A two-

axis gimbaled stabilization system in air vehicles must stabilize the line of sight toward a target against the 

external motion induced by air vehicle manoeuvring and aerodynamic forces. It is well known that the target 
tracking and pointing performances of the air vehicles are largely affected by air vehicle motion decoupling 

capability. This introduces a servo drive model for a two-axis gimbaled stabilization system, and presents robust 

controllers for the air vehicle stabilization system[11]. The mutation results are compared to confirm the validity 

of the suggested simulation model and the control design procedures for the stabilization system applied to an 

air vehicle many kinds of air vehicles utilize two-axis gimbaled stabilization system consisting of target tracker, 

pitch/yaw gimbals and DC drive system[12]. The servo drive of such air vehicles is composed of tracking and 

search loops which commonly include the stabilization loop as an inner loop. The stabilization loop plays an 

important role in searching and tracking a target[13]. Generally, the two-axis gimbaled platform must achieve 

rapid and precise response characteristics, and also be stabilized during tracking a target. It is well known that 

tracking performance of air vehicles depend highly on stabilization performance which is able to isolate a target 

tracker from various disturbances induced by air vehicle body motion and vibration, even with satisfying the 
system stability margin and the desired high decoupling ratio between target tracker and air vehicle body. Here 

the gimbal pay load is having freedom of two degree so it is free to move in X and Y direction. The aim of 

control algorithm is to stabilize the pay load against the disturbances and same time it should follow the 

command given by the user[14]. A fire control system is an integral part of a weapon system of any military 

vehicle. The engagement capability of the modern weapon platforms has been increased over the conventional 

system by integration of new technologies. Observation / recognition range / capability have been increased 

under both static and dynamic conditions by stabilizing the line of sight (LOS). Aline of sight stabilization 

system consists of a precision electro-mechanical assembly, gimbals, optical sight and control electronics etc. 

This project report discusses and demonstrates the design of compensator/controller for tracking & LOS 

stabilization by classical control methods using lag-lead networks. Figure 1 shows block diagram of control 

console servo platform arrangement and tracking of moving target access in the acquisition window[15]. A 

complete electro-optical tracking system consists of an imaging sensor (typically CCD), which is mounted on a 
two-axis servo platform, and a tracker, which controls the position of the platform, based on the scene observed 

through the imaging sensor. In the case of a manual tracking system, an operator controls the position of the 

platform (via a joystick, etc.) based on the image observed via a video monitor. In this way, the operator will 

attempt to drive the platform so that the object of interest is fixed on the bore sight. In the case of an automatic 

tracking system, the operator is replaced by an electronic system which processes the video images directly in 

real-time to ascertain the position of a designated object with respect to the sensor bore sight. The primary 

objective of the complete EO Tracking System is to control the position of the platform and attached sensor 

such that the object of interest viewed through the sensor appears at the centre of the field of view (Bore sight) 

and is maintained as close as possible to this point as the object moves[16]. Therefore, the control system used 

in an EO Tracking System requires an outer position loop which controls the platform based on the target 

position with respect to the Bore sight (Target to Bore sight Error).Figure 1 shows the block diagram of 
automatic video tracking system with stabilization[22]. 

 

 
                 

II. Simulink Model Development of Stabilization 
Stability Robustness is required to take care of parameter variations and un-modeled uncertainties. For 

parameter variations, it is generally expressed in terms of gain margin (4 dB) and phase margin (30 degree). 
Damping coefficient of 0.3 to 0.7 is considered for undershoot system. There are two considerations for the gain 

at low frequencies[21]. 
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 If attenuation is 0.2 mil and disturbance is 300mils/sec so corresponding LOS position is 47.74mil if 1Hz 

frequency of system hence required gain is 48dB[16]. 

 If attenuation is 0.2mil and disturbance is 100mils/sec so corresponding LOS position is 5.305mil if 3Hz 
frequency of system hence required gain is 29dB. 

The stabilization loop goal is given in table 4.2 

 

Table 1 Stabilization loop parameter 
System parameter Values 

Armature resistance of DC motor 4.7Ω 

Armature inductance of DC motor 0.0066 H 

Electromotive constant 1.54 

Moment of inertia of gimbal 1Kg.m
2
 

Design requirement of the stabilization controller for achieve the controller performance of stabilize the 

servomechanism of gimbaled payload platform of line of sight of the system given in table 4.2 having 

stabilization sampling frequency is 4000Hz. Design of controller to stabilize the line of sight block diagram 

shown in figure 2. for which design the PID controller[17]. 

 

 
Fig.2 Block Diagram of Stabilization Loop 

Transfer function of motor including gimbal payload is given by equation 4.1 by usin
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And rate sensor gyroscope having transfer function by equation (2) Gyroscope having damping ratio 0.7 natural 

frequency is 628.5 rad/sec. and scale factor i.e. gain of gyroscope is 5.7V/rad/sec[20]. 
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So the plant (motor and gimbal without resonance between motor and gimbal) and rate sensor is arranged in 
closed loop this loop is called as stabilization loop, the overall transfer function of the system is given by 

equation (3). 
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The PID controller is used to stabilize the system and hence PID controller parameter Kps, Kis, and Kds which 

is tuned with the help of Zeigler-Nicholas tuning to fulfill the requirements of the system. The Simulink model 

of PID controller is shown in figure (5). 

 
Fig.3 Simulink Model of PID Controller 
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The Simulink model of stabilization of line of sight subsystem  having gimbaled and gyro for LOS rate 

measurement of the system. The PID controller is used to tune the response of line of sight stabilization control 

system by the Zeigler-Nicholas tuning in this method we tune the gain of proportional, integral and derivative 
action of PID controller with hit and trail method to stabilize the system. The accepted response of the system is 

achieved by controller gain values are given in table 2. 

 

Table 2 Selected Parameters of PID Stabilization controller 
PID Controller Parameter Gain  

Proportional Action Gain 

(Kps) 

7.81663950931298e-09 

Integral Action Gain (Kis) 4.33911275197983e-14 

Derivative Action Gain (Kds) 0.000123246564101689 

 

 
Fig.4 Simulink of Line of Sight Stabilization System 

 

III. Results And Discussion 
Using the controller development in the previous sections the dynamic performance of line of sight 

stabilization and tracking controller operated system by using PID, Compensator and optimal controller and 

compare the responses of effectiveness of the controller in terms of controller parameters. Settling time, Rise 

time, Peak overshoot, Gain margin, Phase margin line of sight stabilization system controlled by PID controller 

shown in figure 6. The result shows that the rise time settling time 0.0311 sec., rise time 0.0057 sec and peak 

overshoot 22.8 percent[19]. The controller parameter values are Kps=0.00000000781, 

Kis=0.00000000000004339and Kds=0.000123.Achive bandwidth ≈ 0 to 28.64 Hz by tuning the PID controller 

but used frequency band for the line of sight stabilization control appropriate 25 Hz to 50 Hz so we get very low 
bandwidth in the maximum range. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Unit Step Response of Line of Sight Stabilization 

 

Line of sight stabilization system controlled by PID controller bode response shown in figure 5.2 the 

result shows gain margin 3.52 dB and phase margin 29.2. 
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Fig.6 Bode Response of Line of Sight Stabilization 

 

line of sight stabilization and tracking system controlled by PID controllers in the stabilization and 

tracking loop with positive feedback shown in figure 5.3. The result shows that the rise time settling time 0.11 

seconds, rise time 0.025 seconds and peak overshoot 7.53 percent. The stabilization loop controller parameter 

values are Kps=2.10180179690939e-10, Kis=6.28833377115443e-15 and Kds=.7.83994856114218e-08 with 

filter coefficient 0.0035 and tracking loop controller parameter Kpt = -2545008843229.17, Kit = -

1911220082395.12, and Kdt= -341602568351.156 with filter coefficient 123.745. In the selection of the PID 

controller parameter by Ziegler-Nichols step response tuning  to achieve the appropriate response. Line of sight 
stabilization and tracking control system controlled by two PID controller are used in the tracking and 

stabilization loop the bode response shown in figure 5.4 the result shows gain margin 40.2 dB and phase margin 

132 degree having bandwidth in the range of  

 

13.7 Hz. Table for PID Controller response 

 
 

IV. Conclusion 
Non-linear behavior of line of sight stabilization and tracking control system introduces a challenge in 

low bandwidth faster response and negligible disturbances. In this real time control system application which is 

having large environmental disturbances resulting undesired echoes should be reduced. The present work gives 
an overview of PID  controller. Besides these controllers work presents the optimization through gradient decent 

method. In this system two PID controller are used in the stabilization feedback and tracking loop respectively 

and the challenge in system is to tuning the both the stabilization and tracking controllers simultaneously. To 

achieve the response of tracking of moving target investigator investigate the control system parameter like rise 

time, settling time and percentage of peak overshoot. To overcome the limitation of PID and lead or lag 

controller has been designed. Simulation response controller shows that it reduces the settling time, rise time as 

compare to PID controller. To achieve the further improvement of PID controller the gradient decent 

optimization technique is used. The simulation results shows that it improve the step response of the system 

reduces the settling time and rise time of the system. 
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